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Midterm Review of Strategy 2020: Meeting the 
Challenges of a Transforming Asia and Pacific 
 
1. Directors unanimously approved the Midterm Review of Strategy 2020: Meeting the 
Challenges of a Transforming Asia and Pacific. Several directors appreciated the consultative 
process pursued in preparing the midterm review. They noted that the R-Paper incorporated 
many of the comments made on the W-Paper discussed by the Board on 3 March 2014.  
 
2. Several directors appreciated the initiative to prepare the action plan to implement the 
midterm review recommendations. They noted the need for Management to keep the Board 
informed on progress. They also appreciated the proposed updating of the corporate results 
framework to monitor and report progress on midterm review implementation. They highlighted 
the need to increase ADB’s lending capacity to implement the midterm review recommendations.  

 
3. Several directors emphasized the importance of improving project implementation and 
disbursement and reforming ADB’s procurement process. They appreciated the importance 
attached to this issue in the midterm review paper.  

 
4. Some directors questioned whether the target of expanding private sector development 
and private sector operations to 50% of total operations by 2020 was too ambitious. Several 
directors reiterated the importance of developing clear approaches to support development 
challenges of upper and lower middle-income countries. A few directors mentioned the need to 
adhere to ADB’s graduation policy. One director mentioned the need to consider modifications in 
the graduation policy in line with changing circumstances of the region.  

 
5. A few directors underscored the urgent importance of revamping ADB’s information and 
communication technology systems for ADB to be able to transform itself into a knowledge 
institution. A few directors emphasized the need to develop a clear direction and approach to 
decentralization and empowerment of resident missions. A few directors also stressed the need to 
strengthen engagement with civil society institutions.  

 
6. A few directors reiterated ADB’s unique position to support regional cooperation and 
integration and the need to ensure sufficient resources for this purpose. One director raised 
concern about dilution of ADB’s core areas of specialization such as infrastructure development 
and project finance. One director also noted the need to ensure effective implementation of 
governance and capacity building support highlighted in the midterm review.  
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